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We propose a new strategy to evaluate the partition function of lattice QCD with Wilson gauge action
coupled to staggered fermions, based on a strong coupling expansion in the inverse bare gauge coupling
β ¼ 2N=g2 . Our method makes use of the recently developed formalism to evaluate the SUðNÞ 1-link
integrals and consists in an exact rewriting of the partition function in terms of a set of additional dual degrees
of freedom which we call “decoupling operator indices” (DOI). The method is not limited to any particular
number of dimensions or gauge group UðNÞ, SUðNÞ. In terms of the DOI, the system takes the form of a tensor
network which can be simulated using wormlike algorithms. Higher order β-corrections to strong coupling
lattice QCD can be, in principle, systematically evaluated, helping to answer the question whether the finite
density sign problem remains mild when plaquette contributions are included. Issues related to the complexity
of the description and strategies for the stochastic evaluation of the partition function are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.034509

I. INTRODUCTION
Lattice QCD at finite baryon density suffers from the
notorious sign problem [1]. In a nutshell, the numerical sign
problem arises because the weights of the partition function
are not positive definite, prohibiting importance sampling
in Monte Carlo simulations. One of the several promising
approaches to tackle the various sign problems in lattice
field theories or spin systems are dual formulations. The
basic idea is to rewrite the partition function by replacing
the original (possibly continuous) degrees of freedom
(d.o.f.) by new discrete d.o.f., such that the numerical sign
problem of the new representation is milder or absent [2].
The idea of dual representations is old, and in the last
decade, many different sign problems have been solved in
this way. Some of the hallmarks in the context of spin
models are the O(N) and CP(N-1) models [3–5], and in the
context of lattice field theories are the charged scalar ϕ4
theory [6], the Abelian gauge-Higgs model [7,8], the SU(2)
principle chiral model [9], and scalar QCD [10]. The term
“dual representation” may seem as a misnomer (they are
not duality transformations), but it has been established as
an umbrella term for representations of specific type: the
representations are obtained by integrating out the original
d.o.f. and by introducing discrete variables that encode
*
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nearest neighbor interaction, e.g., the so-called bond
variables. These are based on a high temperature or strong
coupling expansion [11,12] or similar Taylor expansions
and can be expressed in terms of oriented fluxes and/or
unoriented occupation numbers (usually called monomers
and dimers). A dual representation is then oftentimes
called a worldline representation, or a dimerization, or is
a combination of both. An important feature is that the
original symmetries of the system are translated into
constraints such as flux conservation or restrictions on
the allowed occupation numbers. Typically, these constraints are central in Monte Carlo simulations such as
in the worm algorithm [13] or generalizations thereof [14].
Dual representations are in general not unique: a model can
have several dual representations which may have different
residual sign problems. In some cases, a dual representation
can introduce a sign problem that did not exist in the
original formulation. An important example is the lattice
Schwinger model at finite quark mass.
The focus of this paper is whether dual representations
can be successfully applied to lattice QCD at finite baryon
density, which has a severe sign problem in the usual
representation, where fermions are integrated out, resulting
in the fermion determinant. The standard approach is then
hybrid Monte Carlo. At finite baryon chemical potential μB ,
the fermion determinant becomes complex, resulting in the
sign (complex phase) problem. Many strategies are available to circumvent the sign problem for small values of the
chemical potential, like the Taylor expansion method [15],
the use of an imaginary chemical potential [16,17], and
reweighting [18]. The latter led to a first estimate of the
position of the critical end point on a coarse lattice [19]. In
general, however, reweighting may suffer from the lack of
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overlap between the sampled μB ¼ 0 ensemble and the
target ensemble at μB > 0. More recently, other approaches
that are not limited to small μB have been proposed, such as
the complex Langevin approach [20,21], the Lefschetz
thimble approach [22–24], or the density of states method
[25]. To name also some approaches that are in the spirit
of a dual representation: the three-dimensional effective
theory [26,27] (a joint strong coupling and hopping
parameter expansion that can be mapped to SU(3) spin
model), decoupling the gauge links using HubbardStratonovich transformations [28], “induced QCD” based
on an alternative discretization of Yang Mills Theory
[29,30]. All these approaches have their shortcomings,
and a method that allows to simulate lattice QCD at finite
density has not yet been established.
A dual representation of lattice QCD has only been
derived in the strong coupling regime: the classical formulation in terms of a monomer-dimer-polymer system
has been both addressed via mean field [31–34] and
Monte Carlo [35–38] and is valid only in the strong coupling
limit. More recently also the leading order gauge corrections
have been included [39,40]. At strong coupling, also the
fermion bag approach has been used [41,42] and continuous
time methods have been applied [43,44]. Beyond the leading
order, a dual formulation for lattice QCD is notoriously
difficult. First attempts were made using a character expansion [45,46] and the so-called Abelian color cycles [47]. Our
ultimate goal is to find a dual representation for lattice QCD:
we propose a new approach based on a combined expansion
of the Wilson plaquette action (strong coupling expansion)
and of the staggered action (hopping and quark mass
expansion) to all orders. The integration order is, as in
the case of the strong coupling formulation, swapped, with
the gauge integral being performed first while Grassmann
integration is carried out after a reparametrization of the link
integrals. The strong coupling methods we use go back to the
early days of lattice QCD, where computers for large scale
simulations were not yet available [48,49]. But only due to
recent progress in the computation of one-link integrals
(invariant polynomial integration [50,51]), we have complete
control on the evaluation of the resulting Boltzmann weight
ending up with a fully dualized partition function. The
challenge when going beyond the leading order correction is
that this dual representation needs to capture nonlocal
effects: it is no longer possible to write the partition function
as product of site weights and bond weights only. The basic
objects of our dual representation have a tensorial structure.
In this paper, we show a strategy to compute these tensors.
Our method is not restricted to staggered fermions and can
readily be applied to Wilson fermions as well.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we review
the computation of link integrals and introduce the SUðNÞ
decoupling operators which constitute the building blocks
of the whole dualization process. In Sec. III, we sketch the
steps needed to recover the color singlet Boltzmann weight

from the computation of polynomial gauge integrals.
In Sec. IV, the dualized partition function will be presented
along with the expression of various observables in terms
of the dual d.o.f. and a discussion about the sign problem.
In Sec. V, numerical crosschecks from exact enumeration
in low-dimensional systems will be shown. Finally, in
Sec. VI, we draw our conclusions.
II. STRONG COUPLING EXPANSION
AND LINK INTEGRATION
We consider the finite density partition function of lattice
gauge theory with SUðNÞ gauge group, using the Wilson
gauge action and one flavor of unrooted staggered fermions
fχ̄; χg with lattice quark mass m̂q ¼ amq ,
Z
Z¼

½Dχ̄χe

−2m̂q χ̄ x χ x

Y Z
l

SUðNÞ


DUl e−Sg ½U−Df ½χ̄;χ;U ;
ð1Þ

where l ¼ ðx; μÞ and x stand, respectively, for lattice links
and sites and DU is the Haar measure. The gauge links Ul
are SUðNÞ elements, while Sg and Df are, respectively, the
plaquette action and the massless staggered Dirac operator,
Sg ½U ¼ −

β X
TrU x;μ U xþμ;ν U†xþν;μ U†x;ν þ H:c:
2N x;μ<ν

β X
TrUp þ TrU†p ;
2N p
X
Df ½χ̄; χ; U ¼
ημ ðxÞðeþμq δμ;0 χ̄ x Ux;μ χ xþμ
¼−

x;μ

− e−μq δμ;0 χ̄ xþμ U †x;μ χ x Þ
X
TrUl M†l þ TrU †l Ml ;
≡

ð2Þ

l

where μq ¼ N1 μB is the lattice quark chemical potential and
ημ ðxÞ are the usual staggered phases. All traces are intended
to be over color indices and in the following we will always
use the letter p to label lattice plaquettes.
The first step in the dualization process is to perform a
combined Taylor expansion of Eq. (1) in the reduced gauge
β
coupling β̃ ≡ 2N
¼ g12 and quark mass m̂q ,
Zðβ; m̂q Þ ¼

X Y β̃np þn̄p Y
fnp ;n̄p g
fdl ;d̄l ;mx g

p

np !n̄p !

l

1 Y ð2m̂q Þmx
mx !
dl !d̄l ! x
ð3Þ

× Gnp ;n̄p ;dl ;d̄l ;mx ;
Z
Gnp ;n̄p ;dl ;d̄l ;mx ¼
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D½χ χ̄ðχ̄ x χ x Þmx

YZ
l;p

×

DUl Tr½Up np

Tr½U †p n̄p Tr½Ul M†l dl Tr½U †l Ml d̄l :

ð4Þ

NEW DUAL REPRESENTATION FOR STAGGERED LATTICE QCD
The sum is over the positive integers that single out a
particular term in the expansion: (n̄p ) np is called the (anti-)
plaquette occupation number, mx the monomer number,
and dl , d̄l stem from the expansion of the massless
staggered Dirac operator in forward (dl ) and backward
(d̄l ) directions. The quantity G contains the nonlocal part of
the computation and is given by a Gauge þ Grassmann
integral over the whole lattice.
Our dualization corresponds to exactly integrate out the
gauge links Ux;μ and the Grassmann field χ̄; χ, trading
the original d.o.f. with the integer variables appearing in
Eq. (3). This can be achieved by splitting the computation
of G in two steps:
(1) The traces appearing in Eq. (4) are written explicitly:
we do not perform the matrix multiplication, leaving
the color indices uncontracted.
As a consequence,
Q R
the gauge integral l SUðNÞ DUl becomes a disjoint product of monomial integrals with open color
indices and we integrate out every gauge link
independently.
(2) After gauge integration, some of the open color
indices need to be contracted between links that
share a common site such that the plaquette terms are
recovered. The remaining indices are contracted
with the Grassmann-integrated quark fields. We
postpone the description of this step to Sec. III.
If the matrix multiplications are not performed, the link
integrals to be computed assume the following general
form:
Z
I a;b
¼
ij ;kl

SUðNÞ

†lb
1
DUUji11    U jiaa U †l
k1    U kb ;

ð5Þ

where the values a, b depend on the dual d.o.f. fnp ; n̄p ;
dl ; d̄l g and we make use of the multiindex notation,
i ¼ ði1 ; i2 ; …; ia Þ;
k ¼ ðk1 ; k2 ; …; kb Þ;

in term of generalized Weingarten functions. The interested
reader will find our derivation in the Appendix A. Here we
only quote the main result assuming, without loss of
generality, a > b (a ¼ qN þ p, b ¼ p),
I qNþp;p
∝
ij ;kl

X X
ðα;βÞ π;σ∈Sp

lπ
q;p
−1 ⊗q;jfαg fβg
ϵ⊗q
δkσ :
ifαg δifβg W̃gN ðπ∘σ Þϵ
j

ð8Þ
In the previous equation, ϵ⊗q is a shortcut for the q-fold
product of Levi-Civita epsilon tensors and δliπ , δjkσ are the
generalized Kronecker deltas where the indices are reordered according to the permutations π and σ. The leftmost
sum with
α ¼ fα1 ; …; αq g;

jαr j ¼ N;

jβj ¼ p

ð9Þ

is carried over the ðqNþpÞ!
q!N!q p! possible ways of partitioning the
color indices i, j (which are qN þ p) into the q epsilon
tensors of size N and into the delta function of size p.
All the partitions obtained from each other by only
permuting the αr in Eq. (9) are equivalent. Also, note that
in Eq. (8), the i and j indices are partitioned in the same
way. As in the UðNÞ case, a further summation over all
possible permutation of indices in the delta functions
(sum over π, σ) is present. Every term in the double
sum is weighted by the function W̃gq;p
N , which is a class
function of the symmetric group Sp and represents the
natural generalization of the Weingarten functions WgpN ¼
W̃g0;p
N appearing in the UðNÞ result [58,59]. Their expression in terms of the characters χ λ of the symmetric group is
W̃gq;p
N ðπÞ ¼

X
λ⊢p
lenðλÞ≤N

j ¼ ðj1 ; j2 ; …; ja Þ;
l ¼ ðl1 ; l2 ; …; lb Þ:
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1 f 2λ χ λ ðπÞ
;
ðp!Þ2 Dλ;Nþq

X


 lðλÞ
λi ¼ p :
λ⊢p ≡ λ1 ≥ … ≥ λlenðλÞ > 0

ð6Þ

ð10Þ

i¼0

Due to the properties of the SUðNÞ invariant Haar measure,
the integrals in Eq. (5) are nonzero only when the difference
a − b is an integer multiple of N. As it will be explained in
the next section, this corresponds to a (gauge-) constraint
for the dual d.o.f. We define
q¼

ja − bj
;
N

q ∈ N;

ð7Þ

and for UðNÞ gauge theory q ¼ 0. Invariant integration
over compact groups has been studied extensively in the
last decades [48,49,52–63]. Although many results concerning the UðNÞ group are known since many years, only
recently the SUðNÞ generalization has been found [50,51].
Integrals of the type Eq. (5) are now known in closed form

The sum is over the irreducible representations (irreps)1 of
the symmetric group Sp , while f λ is the dimension of the
irrep λ of Sp and Dλ;Nþq is the dimension of the UðN þ qÞ
irrep with highest weight fλ1 ; …; λlenðλÞ ; 0; …g.
By inspecting Eq. (8), it seems tempting to consider
the permutations π, σ as an additional d.o.f. to be evaluated
stochastically and to proceed with the index contraction
considering single terms in the sum of Eq. (8). Unfortunately, the sign of the generalized Weingarten functions
strongly oscillates, preventing the application of standard
1

The Sn irreps are in 1-1 correspondence with the integer
partitions of n. In Eq. (10), only the irreps that correspond to
integer partitions with at most N parts contribute.
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Monte Carlo methods. Instead, we found it useful to exploit
the knowledge of the character expansion in Eq. (10) to
reparametrize the I-integral. As a starting point, we write
the Sp characters as a matrix product of the corresponding
matrix representation,

−1
W̃gq;p
N ðπ∘σ Þ

χ λ ðπ∘σ −1 Þ ≡ TrðMλ ðπÞM λ ðσ −1 ÞÞ:

ð11Þ

Writing the matrix product explicitly, we are able to cast the
Weingarten functions and (after summing over the permutations) the I-integrals in the following form:


fλ 
X X
1
fλ
1
fλ
λ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ M mn ðπÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ Mλmn ðσÞ ;
¼
p!
p!
D
D
λ;Nþq
λ;Nþq
λ⊢p m;n¼1

ð12Þ

lðλÞ≤N

I qNþp;p
ij ;kl

X
fλ X
XX X
1
fλ
1
fλ
j
⊗q lπ
λ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Mmn ðπÞϵifαg δifβg
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ M λmn ðσÞϵ⊗q;jfαg δkfβg
;
∝
σ
p!
p!
D
D
λ;Nþq
λ;Nþq
π
σ
ðα;βÞ λ⊢p m;n¼1

ð13Þ

lðλÞ≤N

where the matrices M λ have been chosen to be orthogonal.2
The quantities in the brackets of Eq. (13) generalize the
UðNÞ orthogonal operators [64,65] [where the summation
over (α; β) and the epsilon tensors are absent] and represent
the building blocks of our dualization. The orthogonality
property does not generalize to the SUðNÞ case; hence, we
will refer to them as the SUðNÞ decoupling operators. They
are identified by a given partition (α; β) and by choosing a
given matrix element (m; n) of an irrep λ of Sp . We denote
the latter as ðm; nÞλ . Moreover, to make the expression in
Eq. (13) more compact, we collect (α; β) and ðm; nÞλ into a
multi-index ρ ¼ ½ðα; βÞ; ðm; nÞλ  so that we can write the
SUðNÞ decoupling operators Pρ and the I-integrals as
ðPρ Þli ¼

X1
fλ
lπ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ M λmn ðπÞϵ⊗q
ifαg δifβg ;
p!
D
λ;Nþq
π

ð14Þ

r! X ρ l ρ j
ðP Þi ðP Þk ;
ðr þ qÞ! ρ
r¼1

ð15Þ

I iqNþp;p
¼
j ;kl

N
−1
Y

nρ ¼

lðλÞ≤N
ðqN þ pÞ! X 2
f ;
q!N!q p! λ⊢p λ

ð16Þ

where nρ is the total number of operator indices. The
operators Pρ decouple the color indices i, l and k, j in the
I-integral and its computation has been automatized by
using the standard hook rule to determine f λ and Dλ;N . The
irreducible matrix elements Mλmn ðπÞ in the orthogonal
representation are computed numerically decomposing
the permutation π as a product of adjacent transpositions
τj;jþ1 and then using the axial distance formula to compute
the matrix representation associated to them (see [64], p. 8).
2

Every finite group admits a unitary irrep. In the case of the
symmetric group, the matrix elements can be also chosen to be
real. This basis is known as the Young’s orthogonal form.

The quantity ρ, which identifies a given operator in
Eq. (15), will play an important role in the following.
We will refer to it as decoupling operator index (DOI),
which can be cast into an integer in the range f1; …; nρ g.
III. INDEX CONTRACTION AND
TENSOR NETWORK
Given the result in Eq. (15), the next step is to perform
the contraction of the color indices fi; j; k; lg in the
I-integrals making use of decomposition in terms of the
operators Pρ obtained in the previous section. This contraction must be performed for every lattice link l. The
(anti-)plaquette occupation numbers (n̄p ) np together with
dl , d̄l determine how the contraction has to be performed
in order to recover Eq. (4). We distinguish two types of
color indices: those stemming from the expansion of the
hopping term and those arising from the expansion of the
Wilson gauge action. We will refer to them as the fermionic
and gluonic color indices. The contraction rules for the
fermionic color indices are uniquely determined by dl and
d̄l . These indices are contracted with the Grassmann fields
appearing in the corresponding fermionic matrices Ml and
M†l . Due to the nilpotency of the Grassmann measure,
exactly N (for SUðNÞ) (anti-) fermion fields (χ̄ x ) χ x have to
be present at each site x in order to obtain a nonzero
contribution. This property will correspond to a constraint
on the allowed d.o.f. dl , d̄l ; mx . Similarly, gluonic color
indices are contracted according to the plaquette they
correspond to. In this case, the contraction takes place
between the color indices of the I-integrals corresponding
to links sharing a common site. The contraction rules are
determined by the (anti-)plaquette occupation numbers and
allow us to recover the plaquette terms in Eq. (4).
The key insight is that fixing the values of the DOI ρl
for each link l makes the contraction step local. This means
that the contraction of the color indices can be carried
out independently at different lattice sites. In Fig. 1, we
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the contraction step in two dimensions: on each of the four links attached to the central lattice site the DOIs
fρ1 ; ρ2 ; ρ3 ; ρ4 g have been fixed. Decoupling operators on the same link undergo a disjoined contraction at two different lattice sites. The
bra-ket notation only serves to display this feature. At any lattice site (e.g., the central box), the color indices of the four operators are
completely saturated. Depending on the plaquette and antiplaquette occupation numbers fnp ; n̄p g on the four plaquettes attached to the
site, some of the color indices are contracted between the operators (green arrows). Instead, the color indices stemming from the hopping
expansion of the staggered action are contracted with the reordered Grassmann variables at site x. The result is a scalar quantity which
only depends on the value of the DOIs and on the dual d.o.f. fnp ; n̄p ; dl ; d̄l ; mx g.

illustrate the procedure in d ¼ 2. The extension to any
number of dimensions is straightforward. To see why the
contraction at different lattice sites decouples, let us first
consider the case of the gluonic color indices and rewrite
explicitly the definition of the plaquette and antiplaquette:
for any gauge link Ul with l ¼ ðx; μÞ, the contribution
from the product of traces TrUp ; TrU†p for all plaquettes p
containing the link l can be gathered into products of
matrix elements of Ul and U †l ,
TrUp ¼

l0
l0 i0 k0 k0
ðU1 Þi1j1 ðU2 Þi0 ðU †3 Þk03 ðU †4 Þk04 δj12 δj0 3 δl0 4 δl0i1 ;
2
3
4
2
3
4

TrU†p

j0
l0
j0
k0 i0
ðU†1 Þkl11 ðU†2 Þk02 ðU3 Þi0 3 ðU 4 Þi0 4 δl0k1 δj0 2 δj0 3 δi0l1 ;
2
3
4
2
3
4
4

¼

j02

implied. The lhs of Eq. (18) thus contributes to the gluonic
color indices fi; lg; fk; jg within I ij ;kl . Therefore, given the
structure of the operators in Eq. (15), ðPρ Þil and ðPρ Þjk
contract, respectively, with the operators attached to site x
and x þ μ. Fermionic color indices arise instead from terms
of the form
Tr½Ul M†l dl ;

Tr½Ul M†l dl ∝

ð17Þ

dl
Y

ðUx;μ Þiaja χ̄ ixa χ xþμ;ja ;

a¼1

Tr½U†l Ml d̄l ∝

jn
ln̄
ðUl Þji11 …ðUl Þin p ðU†l Þlk11 …ðU †l Þkn̄p
p
p
fp¼ðx;μ;νÞjl∈pg

ðTrU p Þnp ðTrU †p Þn̄p ;

ð19Þ

They can be written explicitly as ðl ¼ ðx; μÞÞ,3

n
Y

n
Y

Tr½U †l Ml d̄l :

dl
Ȳ

b
ðU†x;μ Þklbb χ̄ kxþμ
χ x;lb ;

ð20Þ

b¼1

ð18Þ

and again by inspecting at the index structure of Eq. (15),
the indices fi; lg of the first operator ðPρ Þil are contracted

where U1 ; …; U 4 are the four links contained in the
plaquette and summation over repeating color indices is

The dependency of M; M† on ημ and μq can be factored out
as it will be shown in the dual partition function Eq. (27).

↪

fp¼ðx;μ;νÞjl∈pg
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with the Grassmann variables at site x while the indices
fk; jg of the second operator with the Grassmann variables
at site x þ μ. This concludes the proof of the locality of the
contractions which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. At
each site, the corresponding Grassmann integral is replaced
with the usual product of two epsilon tensors,
Z
½dχ̄ x dχ x χ̄ ix1    χ̄ ixN χ x;l1    χ x;lN ¼ ϵi1 iN ϵl1 lN : ð21Þ
On a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice, the operators Pρl on
the 2d links l attached to a site x, together with the epsilon
tensors in Eq. (21) are jointly contracted according to the
values of the dual d.o.f. This gives a scalar quantity which
only depends on the underlying dual d.o.f. and on the
values of the DOIs on the links attached to x. The
dependency on the dual d.o.f. fnp ; n̄p ; dl ; d̄l ; mx g is local,
in the sense that the contraction at site x is completely
determined by the monomer number mx, by the values of
dl and d̄l on the 2d links attached to x, and on the (anti-)
plaquette occupation numbers of the 2dðd − 1Þ plaquettes
attached to x. Different sites communicate only via the
common DOI ρ on the shared leg. We can collect the scalar
quantities obtained from the contraction of different decoupling operators in a tensor
Y 
ρx−d ρxd
x
Tx
ðDx Þ ≡ TrDx
Pρμ ;
μ

Dx ¼ fmx ; dx;μ ; nx;μν ; n̄x;μν g;

ð22Þ

where TrDx is a “reordered” trace in color space that
depends on the local dual d.o.f. Dx and tells us how to
x
contract the color indices of the operators Pρμ according
to the rules discussed above. In Eq. (22), the DOIs depend
on Dx implicitly due to the fact that the dual d.o.f.
determine the value of ðq; pÞ in the I-integral Eqs. (5)
and (8). The tensor elements T ρx can be computed numerix
cally by building up the operators Pρμ and saturating their
color indices according to the contraction rules from Dx .
Given T ρx , the value of G is given, up to a global fermionic
sign (see Sec. IV), by
X
Y ρx ;…;ρx
Gnp ;n̄p ;dl ;d̄l ;mx ¼
T x−d d ðDx Þ;
ð23Þ

FIG. 2. The tensor network resulting from the dual description:
depending on the dual d.o.f. at any lattice site, the tensor T x is
evaluated. Given two neighboring sites x and x þ μ, the tensor
index on the common link is contracted ðρxμ ¼ ρxþμ
−μ Þ. The value of
G is the scalar quantity obtained by contracting all pairs of indices
between lattice neighbors. In the figure, the tensor indices have
been displaced for visualization purposes.

factor. This is clear since the fermionic color indices are
always contracted with the Grassmann variables, and a
permutation of fermionic color indices only amounts to a
reordering of the corresponding indices in the epsilon
tensors in Eq. (21). The possible relative minus sign is
however unimportant. In fact, it will always cancel when
considering the contraction of the operator with same DOI
and which lives on the same link. We therefore identify
these DOIs taking into account the combinatorial factor
from their multiplicity. This reduces the size of the tensor
T x , hence the numerical cost of contracting the network.
As we already mentioned, not all sets of dual d.o.f. are
allowed. On each lattice link, they have to combine in a way
that the corresponding I-integral is nonzero, while at any
site exactly N (anti-)fermions carrying different colors must
be present. We refer to these two constraints as Gauge and
Grassmann constraints. Introducing
kl ¼ min fdl ; d̄l g;

f l ¼ dl − d̄l ;

ð24Þ

where kl is the dimer number and f l the quark flux, for
each link l ¼ ðx; μÞ the gauge constraint reads
X
f x;μ þ
½δnμ;ν ðxÞ − δnμ;ν ðx − νÞ
ν>μ

X
−
½μ ↔ ν ¼ Nqx;μ ;

x
fρxμ jρxμ ¼ρxþμ
−μ g

qx;μ ∈ Z;

ð25Þ

ν<μ

and the constraint ρxμ ¼ ρxþμ
−μ just stems from the fact that
DOIs on the same link have to be equal as depicted in
Fig. 2. In this form, the system is represented by a tensor
network where the value of G is obtained by contracting the
network to a scalar.
In some cases, the contraction of different operators produces the same tensor elements. For instance, two operators
with DOIs ½ðα; βÞ; ðm; nÞλ  and ½ðα0 ; β0 Þ; ðm; nÞλ , where
(α; β) and ðα0 ; β0 Þ only differ by a permutation of fermionic
color indices, will produce the same element up to a sign

where δnμ;ν ðxÞ ≡ δnp ¼ np − n̄p . For each site x, the
Grassmann constraint requires in addition
d
X
X
jf x;μ j
mx þ
¼ N;
kx;μ þ
ðf x;þμ −f x;−μ Þ ¼ 0: ð26Þ
2
μ
μ¼0

Equations (25) and (26) generalize the constraint in the
strong coupling limit (where np ¼ n̄p ¼ 0 and f x;μ ¼
N; 0). Notice that in contrast to strong coupling QCD,
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dimers ðkx;μ ≠ 0Þ and fluxes ðf x;μ ≠ 0Þ are not mutually
exclusive on a given link. The set fnp ; n̄p ; f l ; kl ; mx g
subject to Eqs. (25) and (26) along with the corresponding
DOIs define our final dual partition function.
IV. PARTITION FUNCTION IN THE DUAL
REPRESENTATION
A. General properties
Using the quantities defined in the previous sections, the
partition function Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
X

Zðβ; μq ; m̂q Þ ¼

fnp ;n̄p g
fkl ;f l ;mx g

×
×

X

σf

Y β̃np þn̄p
np !n̄p !

p
fρxμ jρxμ ¼ρxþμ
−μ g

Y

eμq δμ;0 fx;μ
k !ðkl þ jf l jÞ!
l¼ðx;μÞ l
Y ð2m̂q Þmx
x

mx !

ρx ;…;ρxd

T x−d

ðDx Þ;

ð27Þ

where the staggered phases ημ are included in the fermionic
sign σ f whose form will be discussed in the next subsection.
In Eq. (27), the dependence of the DOIs ρxμ on fnp ; n̄p ;
kl ; f l ; mx g is implicit, and the constraints in Eqs. (25) and
(26) are supposed to be fulfilled. In Fig. 3, we show the
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typical structure of an allowed configuration in d ¼ 2 for
N ¼ 3. DOIs are not shown. Notice that quark fluxes f x;μ
always form closed loops due to the flux conservation law in
Eq. (26). As opposed to the strong coupling limit, the loops
can overlap with dimers and can be intersecting. The system
is thus an ensemble of unoriented dimers kl , monomers mx ,
closed quark fluxes f l , and plaquettes. The DOIs instead can
be either thought as a mere mathematical tool to automatize
the computation of the statistical weights away from strong
coupling or as an additional d.o.f. to be also sampled via
Monte Carlo. Before discussing these two possibilities,
we want to highlight some features of the partition function
Eq. (27).
A great simplification occurring is that the strong
coupling contributions always decouple from those corresponding to nonzero fnp ; n̄p g. As we showed in [40], at
strong coupling the tensors T ρ have only one nonzero
element. Although for baryon fluxes ðf x;μ ¼ NÞ, this is a
trivial statement as there is only one possible DOI per link;
in the case of dimer contributions, it is a consequence of the
structure of the decoupling operators. To show this feature,
let us consider the case where only dimers are attached to a
given site (Fig. 4, left). Contracting the indices of each delta
function appearing in the definitions of the corresponding
operators Eq. (15) (for dimer contributions epsilon tensors
are absent) with the Grassmann fields, we obtain
Z
Y
Y
Y
½dχ̄dχ ½χ̄ k χ j δjkπ μ ½χ̄ i χ l δliπ μ ¼ N! sgnðπ μ Þ;
μ<0

μ>0

μ

ð28Þ
where sgnðπ μ Þ is the parity of the permutation π relative to
the operator P in direction μ. Hence, the contraction of
single deltas decouples, and due to the great orthogonality
theorem, the only surviving DOI is the one associated to the
totally antisymmetric irrep of the symmetric group,

ð29Þ
FIG. 3. An allowed configuration in d ¼ 2 for SU(3): for each
plaquette, a (counter-) clockwise loop corresponds to one unit of
(np ) n̄p . On each site, the monomer number mx is given by the
number of circles, while on each bond the unoriented lines
represent dimers (n lines for kx;μ ¼ n). Every arrow represents
instead one unit of flux fx;μ . The Grassmann constraint, in
agreement with Eq. (26), is satisfied at each site with the net
quark flux being always zero. For every link, the difference
between the total flux (gluons þ quarks) in positive and negative
directions is a multiple of N ¼ 3. P.B.C. are employed.

ð30Þ
where in this case ρxμ ¼ ðm; nÞλμ as there are no epsilon
tensors. Given this result, one can obtain the usual contributions from monomers and dimers (f l ¼ 0) to the
strong coupling partition function
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FIG. 4. Left: a typical strong coupling configuration where dimers are attached to a given site. The tensor T ρ is trivial as only one
combination of indices (totally antisymmetric irrep on each leg) contributes. Right: an OðβÞ correction. The tensor T ρ can be written as
external product of a tensor carrying only the DOIs from excited links and delta functions corresponding to the strong coupling legs.

Eq. (32) ðρxexc Þ correspond to the DOIs of the links attached
to excited plaquettes. A similar decomposition holds in the
presence of an external baryon. As a consequence, the value
of G can be written as
Y
G ¼ Gs:c:
GB i ;
ð33Þ
bubbles i

ð31Þ
where we dropped the dependency on m̂q and μq in the
partition function Eq. (27) at β ¼ 0. The weight for strong
coupling baryon loops can be also easily recovered since
the corresponding tensors are of size one by construction.
The decoupling Eq. (29) also extends to the case where
strong coupling dimers combine on a given site with links
carrying a nonzero gauge flux. In this case, the tensor T ρ
can be decomposed as
ð32Þ

where a bubble Bi is any plaquette-connected region and
two bubbles are disconnected if they do not share an excited
link (i.e., a link attached to an excited plaquette).
Therefore, to evaluate the total weight of a configuration,
it is sufficient to use the more involved structure based
on the tensor network contraction on the sublattice where
the plaquette occupation numbers are nonzero, exploiting
the factorization of the tensor network for disconnected
plaquette contributions. The strong coupling part can be
evaluated using the standard combinatorial formulae [e.g.,
Eq. (31)]. This is particularly useful since at small values of
β the bubbles Bi extend over few lattice spacings and the
nonlocal effects from the tensor network are manageable.
B. Complexity and sampling strategies

where the proportionality coefficient depends on the external strong coupling dimer legs. An example is provided in
Fig. 4 (right), while in Appendix B, we rederive the OðβÞ
partition function. The indices of the tensor in the rhs of

We now want to comment on the complexity of the dual
partition function Eq. (27). Given the background fnp ; n̄p ;
kl ; f l ; mx g, the weight of the configuration is obtained by
contracting the tensor network T ρx . Two different strategies
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FIG. 5. Two SUð3Þ bubble contributions at Oðβ2 Þ with ðnp ; n̄p Þ ¼ ð0; 1Þ on the two excited plaquettes. At this order, computing the
weight corresponding to the bubbles is easy as the tensor network within the bubble is only made up of small vectors. Some external legs
are trivial as there is only one possible DOI ðρxμ ¼ 1Þ. Oftentimes the tensors T x are very sparse as a consequence of the great
orthogonality theorem (see also Appendix B). In the figures, we only show the tensors associated to x1 and x2 . The remaining tensors are
given by T x3 ¼ T x4 ¼ T x6 ¼ T x1 and T x5 ¼ T x2 .

can be used to sample the partition function: one can either
exploit the “bubble decomposition” in Eq. (33) to simplify
the numerical cost of contracting the network or consider
the DOIs as an additional d.o.f. to be evaluated stochastically. In the first case, a relevant question is whether
the decomposition Eq. (15) is optimal, meaning that
the number of decoupling operators nρ in Eq. (16) is the
smallest possible. The machine time required to contract
the network depends almost completely on the size of the
external legs of the tensors. In the UðNÞ case, we already
know that the answer is positive as it can be shown that the
operators Pρ are mutually orthogonal, hence independent.
It is therefore not possible to perform a reparametrization of
the I-integral that results in a decomposition of the type
Eq. (15) with a smaller number of terms within the sum.
For SUðNÞ, the situation is not completely clear as we
could not prove that the decoupling operators corresponding to the SUðNÞ contributions (nonzero q) are independent. The question whether the complexity can be reduced
using a different parametrization is thus still open. In any
case, the lower bound on the number of DOIs provided
by the UðNÞ result already tells that to a certain degree,
the complexity is unavoidable. This number grows as a
factorial as the (anti-)plaquette occupation numbers
increase and contracting the resulting tensors along the
excited plaquettes becomes in general too expensive in
d > 2. Even though this description can be used as a
starting point for future theoretical development, as it
stands, the bubble decomposition and the corresponding
tensor network cannot be used for exact calculations in full
QCD. Nevertheless, the dual form of the partition function
together with the decomposition Eq. (33) can be used to
study lattice QCD perturbatively in β, by truncating the
expansion of the plaquette action. We remind that this has

been done so far, using worldline formulations, only for the
leading OðβÞ corrections [39]. Truncating at Oðβn Þ means
that the allowed configurations are only those corresponding to bubble contributions of at most Oðβn Þ. Making use
of this definition, the truncation corresponds to a free
energy which is exact up to the same order. For instance, at
order Oðβ2 Þ, the largest allowed bubble contributions are
2 × 1 rectangles with an elementary (anti-) plaquette
excitation (n̄p ) np ¼ 1 as sketched in Fig. 5. In the
SUð3Þ case, four of the six tensors T ρx making up the
bubble are matrices of sizes at most 6 × 1, while the other
two are rank three tensors of sizes at most 6 × 1 × 1.
Contracting the reduced tensor network within the bubbles
is straightforward and can be done on the fly during
Monte Carlo evolution without any overhead. Higher order
contributions (n ¼ 3; 4; 5; …) can be also easily evaluated
in 4d. One possible strategy is to compute and store
beforehand all the tensors T ρ that are compatible with
the constraint and the truncation order. This step needs to be
performed one time only, as the tensor network does not
depend on the simulation parameters. For instance, the
computation of all the tensors needed to address the 4d
N3 LO correction to strong coupling QCD took ≈102 s on a
single CPU, with the largest tensor having only Oð10Þ
nonzero elements. The tensors are then loaded and used to
compute the value of GBi when the bubble Bi needs to be
updated. We are currently designing an ergodic algorithm
capable to sample the bubble contributions which will be
illustrated in a forthcoming publication where the higher
order β corrections to the strong coupling phase diagram
will be addressed.
The second possibility is to consider the DOIs as an
additional d.o.f. along with fnp ; n̄p ; kl ; mx g. The complexity of the tensor network can be thus overcome by
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importance sampling. In this case, a given configuration is
determined by selecting one tensor element for each lattice
site. When doing so, the weight of such configurations is
local and an additional metropolis acceptance test can be
easily introduced to make sure that the system explores the
DOIs configuration space during Monte Carlo. For instance, when a bond, an elementary plaquette or a cube
containing six plaquettes is updated, we can propose a
quasilocal update by randomly choosing new DOIs on the
bonds involved. The feasibility of this approach depends on
the minus signs induced by splitting the former configurations in terms of fnp ; n̄p ; kl ; mx g into subconfigurations
where one selects a single tensor element out of the full
tensor T ρx. In fact, the tensor elements are not positive
defined and it could happen that without contracting the
network an additional source of minus signs is plugged into
the system. As mentioned in Sec. I, the main obstacle to the
use of the permutation basis was in fact the severe sign
problem induced by the Weingarten functions W̃g. Using
instead the DOIs, the induced sign problem can be much
milder. In Sec. V, we will provide preliminary evidences to
this statement based on an exact enumeration of the
partition function.
C. Sign problem
Having discussed the partition function, we now turn to
the computation of σ f in the dual representation. In general,
the fermionic sign of a configuration is determined by the
staggered phases, the antiperiodic boundary condition for
fermion fields, and by the so-called geometric sign. The
latter stems from the fact that, starting from Eqs. (3) and (4),
one has to reorder the Grassmann variables contained in the
matrices Ml ; M†l before performing the Grassmann integration at each site. At strong coupling, only baryon loops
(f l ¼ N) can induce a negative sign and the geometric
sign is known in closed form. It combines with the
staggered phases and the winding number to produce
Y

σ f ðCÞ ¼
ημ ðxÞ ð−1ÞN l ðCÞþN ðCÞþωðCÞ
ð34Þ
l∈C

for SUð2N þ 1Þ, whereas σ f ¼ þ1 for SUð2NÞ. In
Eq. (42), C is the set of links traversed by baryons,
N l ðCÞ the number of baryon loops, N − ðCÞ the number
of baryon loop segments in negative directions, and ωðCÞ
the total winding number in temporal direction. At strong
coupling, the baryon-loop induced sign problem is very
mild and the finite density phase diagram can be mapped
out using sign reweighting [38,43].
At finite β, the structure of the geometric sign gets more
complicated as the allowed quark fluxes can also be
intersecting and the equality in Eq. (42) does no longer
hold true. Specializing to SU(3), a fermionic minus sign is
only induced by single and triple quark fluxes while for

dimers and diquarks σ f ¼ þ1.4 To compute the geometric
sign for intersecting loops, as closed formulae are apparently lacking, we explicitly count how many times the
Grassmann variables corresponding to odd fluxes need to
be commuted to bring them in canonical ordering at each
lattice site. Formally, σ f can be written as
 Y

σ f ðC1 ; C3 Þ ¼
ημ ðxÞ ð−1ÞωðC1 ;C3 Þ σ G ðC1 ; C3 Þ; ð35Þ
l∈C1 ∪C3

where C1 and C3 are, respectively, the set of links traversed
by single and triple quark fluxes and the winding number
ωðC1 ; C3 Þ is given by
X
ωðC1 ; C3 Þ ¼
f ð⃗x;N τ Þ;0̂ ;
ð36Þ
x⃗

where N τ is the temporal extent of the lattice. In Eq. (35),
σ G is the global geometric sign and in general cannot be
factorized as a product of two terms depending separately
on C1 and C3 . It is computed after contracting the tensor T ρx
at fixed background fnp ; n̄p ; dl ; f l ; mx g, and cannot be
cast into a product of local minus signs that can be absorbed
with a redefinition of the tensors T x .
As we already mentioned, another potential source of
negative signs, which does not depend on the fermion
fields, is caused by the lack of positivity of the tensor
elements T ρx . This issue is relevant when considering the
DOIs as an additional d.o.f. Strong oscillations of the sign
within the tensor network can in fact hinder the application
of importance sampling. Although this question can be
only answered on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations via
sign reweighting, in Sec. V, we will show preliminary
results on the interplay between the fermionic and the
tensor network induced sign problem, obtained from exact
enumeration of the partition function on small volumes.
D. Observables
As both the fermion field and the gauge links have been
integrated out, the observables in the dual representation
take a different form. The ones defined as derivatives of
log Z with respect to external parameters can be obtained
taking derivatives in Eq. (27). For instance, the chiral
condensate hψ̄ψi, baryon number nB, and average plaquette
hPi are given by
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hψ̄ψi ¼

1 ∂ log Z hmx i
¼
;
V ∂ m̂q
V m̂q

1 ∂ log Z hf x;0̂ i
¼
;
V ∂μq
V
1 ∂ log Z np þ n̄p
hPi ¼
¼
;
V ∂β
βV

hnB i ¼

ð37Þ

For SU(2), only single quark fluxes can produce a negative σ f .
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and higher order derivatives (i.e., susceptibilities) can be
obtained in a similar fashion, evaluating the various
cumulants of mx , f x;0̂ , and np þ n̄p . The definition of
nonderivative observables, such as the Polyakov loop, is
less trivial in the dual representation as the gauge fields
have been already integrated out. Formally, the Polyakov
loop can be written as a ratio of partition functions
Z
hLi ¼ L ;
Z

ð38Þ

where Z L is the partition function with a Polaykov loop
insertion and Z is given by Eq. (27). Z L admits a dual
representation similar to Eq. (27) with modified tensors T ρx
at the sites x crossed by the Polyakov loop. Here, we will
not discuss its specific form. The strategy to sample the
Polyakov loop will be addressed in a following paper
containing the numerical results from Monte Carlo
simulations.
To perform finite temperature calculations at nonzero β,
we can either vary the temporal lattice extent N τ at fixed
lattice spacing a according to
aT ¼

1
Nτ

ð39Þ

or perform simulations on anisotropic lattices. The first
β
strategy works well for 2N
close to one, where one can
meaningfully fix the scale and determine the relations
βðaÞ; m̂q ðaÞ imposing a physical constraint on the lowenergy mesonic spectrum. Instead, at small enough β (and
especially at strong coupling), the scale cannot be fixed as
the lattice is too coarse. In this case, the temperature is
changed inducing a physical anisotropy ξ ¼ aast by using
two different β couplings for spatial (βs ) and temporal (βt )
plaquettes and introducing a fermionic bare anisotropy γ
that favors hoppings in temporal direction. Implementing
this modification in the partition function Eq. (27) is
straightforward. The modifications can be summarized in
eμq δμ;0 fx;μ
eμq δμ;0 fx;μ
→
γ δμ;0 ðjfx;μ jþ2kx;μ Þ ;
kl !ðkl þ jf l jÞ! kl !ðkl þ jf l jÞ!
βnp þn̄p →

n þn̄
n þn̄
β s ps ps β t pt pt ;

ð40Þ

and (n̄ps=t ) nps=t are the (anti-)plaquette occupation numbers
for spatial and temporal plaquettes. The relation between
the bare parameters βs , βt , γ and the physical anisotropy ξ
has to be determined nonperturbatively via the so-called
anisotropy calibration procedure (see [66] and references
therein). This has been done so far in the strong coupling
limit at zero [66] and nonzero [67] quark mass m̂q . The
extension to strong coupling QCD including OðβÞ is in
preparation. In this paper, we will be only interested in the
evolution of the observables as a function of β; m̂q ; μq ,
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hence in comparing the dual observables with the HMC
results, we will set γ ¼ 1 and βs ¼ βt ¼ β.
V. CROSSCHECKS FROM EXACT
ENUMERATION/HMC FOR N = 2,
N = 3 (UðNÞ and SUðNÞ)
In a finite volume, the partition function Eq. (27)
truncated at a given order Oðβn Þ is always a finite
polynomial Pðβ; m̂q ; zq Þ in β, quark mass m̂q , and fugacity
μ
zq ¼ exp Tq . To check the correctness of the dual formulation and the computation of the weights, we performed
the exact computation of P in small two-dimensional
volumes, comparing the result from the exact enumeration
of Z with the outcome of standard lattice QCD simulations
at zero chemical potential μq . We considered as gauge
group both UðNÞ and SUðNÞ for N ¼ 2, 3, and obtained the
full polynomial P on 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 volumes for various
n ≤ 6, employing periodic boundary conditions in all
directions. To enumerate the coefficients of the polynomial,
we first precomputed all the tensors T x ðDx Þ compatible
with Gauge and Grassmann constraints and with the
truncation order. We then generated all possible combinations of fnp ; n̄p ; dl ; f l ; mx g and contracted the corresponding tensor network to determine its contribution to
P. The result of this contraction was then multiplied by the
fermionic sign σ f . In Table I, we show the total number of
configurations as a function of the truncation order. At
fixed Oðβn Þ, this number grows very large as a function of
the number of dimensions; hence, we could not perform the
exact enumeration in d > 2. Nevertheless, as our dual
formulation does not present any fundamental difference
when applied to higher dimensions, we believe that this
crosscheck gives some hints about its validity in d ¼ 3, 4.
In Figs. 6 and 7, we show the results of this comparison for
the average plaquette hPi and for the chiral condensate
hχ̄χi, respectively, for U(2), U(3) and SU(2), SU(3). They
were analytically determined from Pðβ; m̂q ; zq Þ by

TABLE I. Number of distinct configurations on a 2 × 2 lattice
for various gauge groups and truncations of Oðβn Þ. All these
configurations are taken into account when computing the
partition function and its derivatives, as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. The complexity of enumeration rises drastically with n, but can
be overcome by importance sampling.

0

Oðβ Þ
Oðβ1 Þ
Oðβ2 Þ
Oðβ3 Þ
Oðβ4 Þ
Oðβ5 Þ
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U(1)

U(2)

U(3)

SU(2)

SU(3)

17
25
101
141
373
497

135
271
1 839
4 119
32 107
80 319

695
1 775
12 163
36 027
436 415
1 640 829

223
863
14 471
152 551
4 895 849
106 758 281

815
2 495
25 259
337 503
4 703 047
182 863 979
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FIG. 6. Comparison between exact enumeration and HMC simulations for U(2) (upper plots) and U(3) (lower plots). For both gauge
groups, the average plaquette hPi and the chiral condensate hχ̄χi are shown on a 2 × 2 (left) and 4 × 4 (right) lattice. Data points with
different symbols correspond to different quark masses while solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to different truncation
orders Oðβn Þ.

1
∂ β Pðβ; m̂q ; 0Þ=Pðβ; m̂q ; 0Þ;
NL2
1
hχ̄χi ¼ 2 ∂ m̂q Pðβ; m̂q ; 0Þ=Pðβ; m̂q ; 0Þ;
L
hPi ¼

ð41Þ

for L ¼ 2, 4 and N ¼ 2, 3. A clear result, emerging from
Figs. 6 and 7, is that the strong coupling branch is well

described by the polynomials P for all quark masses, and
that the agreement with the HMC results indeed extends to
larger and larger β as the truncation order is increased.
Notice that at any fixed order Oðβn Þ, the continuum limit
β → ∞ of the average plaquette is always zero, as it can be
seen from its definition in terms of the dual d.o.f. Eq. (37).
The value βmax that corresponds to a maximum of the

FIG. 7. Similar comparison between exact enumeration and HMC on a 2 × 2 lattice as in Fig. 6 for SU(2) (left plots) and SU(3)
(right plots).
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(c)

(d)

FIG. 8. Sign problem on a 2 × 2 lattice as a function of β for various quark masses. (a) Fermionic sign hσ f i for SU(2) which has no
sign problem in the strong coupling limit and only a very mild sign problem for finite β. (b) Fermionic sign hσ f i for SU(3): it remains
almost constant with β as compared to the strong coupling limit (where the fermionic sign is only due to baryon worldlines). (c) Average
sign hσi for SU(3). It includes the sign fluctuations within the tensor network. (d) Same as in (c) considering a nonzero value of the
baryon chemical potential μB .

average plaquette can be used as a strong upper bound for
the validity of the expansion at Oðβn Þ.
Another relevant information we can extract from the
exact enumeration concerns the magnitude of the sign
problem. A measure of its severity is given by the average
sign σ. It is defined as the ratio of the full (Z) and the socalled phase quenched (Z p:q .) partition function
hσi ¼

Z
:
Z p:q:

ð42Þ

The latter is obtained by taking the norm of each statistical
weight in Z. In our case, the partition function is a sum of
real quantities; hence, the norm is just the absolute value.
From the definition, it follows that hσi ≤ 1 and the equality
holds if there is no sign problem. As we want to compare
the sign problem in the dual representation with and
without the DOIs as an additional d.o.f., we need to employ
two different definitions for the phase quenched system. In
the first case, we need to set the fermionic sign σ f ¼ 1 and
take the absolute value of each tensor element
ρx ρxd

T x−d

ρx ρxd

→ jT x−d

j;

ð43Þ

while in the second case it suffices to set σ f ¼ 1 as a
configuration is now determined by the contracted tensor
network. The two resulting average signs are, respectively,
hσi ¼ hσ f σ ρ i and hσ f i. In Fig. 8, they are shown in the most
relevant cases of SU(2) and SU(3) as a function of the
truncation order and in the SU(3) case at nonzero baryon
chemical potential as well. In the SU(2) case, the fermionic
sign does not play a role on a 2 × 2 lattice as the allowed
loop geometries have σ f ¼ 1 and the only source of negative
signs is due to the tensor network. In Fig. 8(a), this is shown
for various quark masses and for different truncations up to
Oðβ4 Þ. The trend corresponds to a mild deterioration of the

sign as β and the truncation order is increased. This deterioration is not dramatic and corresponds to a fall in hσi of
about 10% at β ≈ 2. In the case of SU(3), the fermionic sign
σ f is not positive [Fig. 8(b)] but remains almost constant as
a function of β and truncation order. When considering the
sign hσi, a trend similar to the SU(2) case shows up
[Fig. 8(c)]: the sign in this case remains almost constant
for β ≤ 1 where it starts to get worse as a function of the
truncation order. When a nonzero baryon chemical potential
is considered [Fig. 8(d)], this behavior does not change.
Although our numerical results are preliminary and only
based on an exact enumeration of the partition function on a
2 × 2 lattice, we highlight some of the findings that could
extend to larger volumes and higher dimensions. First of all,
the comparison with the HMC simulations shows that our
method provides the correct Boltzmann weights for the dual
configurations as the strong coupling branch up to β ≤ 0.5 is
well described by the polynomials Pðβ; m̂q ; zq Þ for different
gauge groups and quark masses. This is nontrivial: the
number of configurations considered already on a small
volume is very large (Table I) and the computation is very
sensitive to the exact evaluation of the tensor elements T ρx
and of the fermionic sign σ f . The evaluation of the
Boltzmann weights away from the strong coupling limit
is thus under control and can be used in Monte Carlo
simulations if the truncation order Oðβn Þ is not too large. We
considered two main strategies in view of Monte Carlo
simulations: the bubble decomposition Eq. (33) and sampling an enlarged configuration space that includes the DOIs.
While we are not yet in position to draw general conclusions
on the sign problem, when comparing it with the behavior in
a permutation based dualization [50], the improvement is
drastic. Hence, resumming the permutations as in Eq. (13)
effectively reduces the sign problem from the Weingarten
functions.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we proposed a new strategy for the
evaluation of higher order contributions in the strong
coupling expansion of lattice QCD with staggered fermion
discretization. The dual representation in terms of local
tensorial weights improves on the sign problem as compared
to evaluations in a Weingarten function basis. The color
constraints from gauge and Grassmann integration combine
to yield admissible configurations that after contracting the
tensors are intersecting plaquette surfaces that are either
closed or bounded by fermion fluxes. The configuration
space is thus a worldline and worldsheet representation with
the additional multi-indices ρ, which we called decoupling
operator indices and that encode the information about the
interplay of the unitary and symmetric groups.
The prospects of Monte Carlo simulations of lattice
QCD at finite density in the strong coupling regime are
encouraging: the weights in the partition functions are
local, and various strategies to sample the partition function
Eq. (27) are possible. We will be able to obtain results on
the phase diagram in the strong coupling regime beyond
OðβÞ. One possible way to perform Monte Carlo is via a
worm algorithm based on vertices, as was discussed in the
context of the Schwinger model [68]. The drawback of this
method is that this algorithm slows down drastically with
the number of vertices (Table II). This limits in practice the
maximal order of β feasible in 3 þ 1 dimensions. Another
intriguing possibility is to perform local metropolis updates
that could be parallelized. We can either sample the multiindices ρ alongside the occupation numbers (monomer,
dimer plaquette, and fermion flux) or contract all ρ’s on a
background of occupation numbers, employing the bubble
decomposition discussed in Sec. IV B. Even when including the higher orders, the sign problem might still be
manageable if β is not too large. For what values of β
simulations are possible in 3 þ 1 dimensions is only to be
seen in practice and will be codetermined by the magnitude
of the sign problem, by the numerical cost of evaluating the
Boltzmann weights and will also depend crucially on the
quark mass. Our representation is also valid for pure Yang
Mills theory, which is expected to have a very sign problem
after contracting the tensor network.
TABLE II. Number of distinct nonzero tensor elements for
various gauge groups and truncations of Oðβn Þ in two dimensions. These numbers correspond to the total number of vertices
that would enter in a corresponding vertex model.

0

Oðβ Þ
Oðβ1 Þ
Oðβ2 Þ
Oðβ3 Þ
Oðβ4 Þ
Oðβ5 Þ

U(1)

U(2)

U(3)

SU(2)

SU(3)

5
13
41
81
173
293

15
55
215
639
2079
6007

35
155
655
2279
8687
31 617

27
155
1139
6995
48 957
338 109

47
255
1499
8939
52 571
360 525

A finite chemical potential does not introduce an additional sign problem as the zero-density Boltzmann weights
get multiplied only by positive factors. Moreover, at fixed
values of β, the sign problem becomes milder for large
enough temperatures and/or densities: the worldline configurations contributing to the fermionic sign σ f simplify as
the quark fluxes are mainly aligned in temporal direction.
A detailed analysis of the sign problem requires, however,
large volumes that cannot be obtained via exact enumeration and will be presented in a forthcoming publication.
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APPENDIX A: SUðNÞ GENERATING
FUNCTIONAL AND I -INTEGRALS
Equation (8) for the SUðNÞ I-integrals can be derived
from the generating functional
Z
q;p
Z ½K; J ¼
DUðTr½UKÞqNþp ðTr½U † JÞp
ðA1Þ
SUðNÞ

by taking successive derivatives with respect to the sources
J; K ∈ GLðN; CÞ, according to the following equation:
I qNþp;p
¼
ij ;kl

1
ðqN þ pÞ!p!
×

∂ ðqNþ2pÞ Zq;p ½K; J
i




kp 

∂J kl11    ∂Jlp
∂K ij11    ∂K jqNþp
qNþp

:

ðA2Þ

J¼K¼0

To evaluate Zq;p ½K; J, we first convert the integral [(A1)]
into a UðNÞ integral, using
Z
1
DUðTr½UKÞqNþp ðTr½U † JÞp
det K q SUðNÞ
Z
1
qNþp
¼
DU
ðTr½U † JÞp ðA3Þ
q ðTr½UKÞ
det½UK
UðNÞ
and assuming for the moment J; K ∈ UðNÞ. The equality
holds because the last integrand is invariant under multiplication of the U matrix by a complex phase. As a
consequence, it gives the same result when integrated
using the SUðNÞ or the UðNÞ Haar measure. Exploiting
this trick, we can make use of the UðNÞ character
expansion to compute the quantity in the rhs of Eq. (A3).
Thanks to the Schur-Weyl duality [69,70], power of
traces of UðNÞ matrices have the following character
expansion:
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ðTrUÞn ¼

X

f λ χ̂ λ ðUÞ;

where χ̂ λ are the UðNÞ characters.5 Instead, det U q are
irreducible one-dimensional representations ∀ q ∈ Z
(so-called determinantal representations). According to a
standard group theory result, the tensor product of the irrep.
V λ with a determinantal representation V qdet gives

¼

Z
DU
UðNÞ

X X
λ⊢qNþp λ0 ⊢p
lenðλÞ≤N lenðλ0 Þ≤N

V λ ⊗ V qdet ≅ V λþq ;

ðA4Þ

λ⊢n
lenðλÞ≤N

Zq;p ½K; J
¼
det½Kq
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0

f λ f λ0 χ̂ λ−q ðUKÞχ̂ λ ðU † JÞ ¼

where V λþq is the UðNÞ irreducible representation with
highest weight fλ1 þ q; …; λN þ qg. This gives
χ̂ λ ðUÞ detðUÞq ¼ χ̂ λþq ðUÞ:

ðA6Þ

Substituting Eqs. (A4) and (A6) into the rhs of Eq. (A3),
we get
X
λ⊢p
lenðλÞ≤N

f λþq f λ

χ̂ λ ðJKÞ
Dλ;N

−1
−1
X ðf λ Þ2
X ðf λ Þ2 X
ðqN þ pÞ! NY
i!
ðqN þ pÞ! NY
i!
hρ χ̂ λ ðρÞtρ ðJKÞ
χ̂ λ ðJKÞ ¼
2
p!
ði
þ
qÞ!
ði
þ
qÞ!
D
D
p!
λ;Nþq
λ;Nþq
λ⊢p
λ⊢p
i¼0
i¼0
ρ⊢p
lenðλÞ≤N

¼ ðqN þ pÞ!

lenðλÞ≤N

i! X
hρ W̃gq;p
N ðρÞtρ ðJKÞ;
ði
þ
qÞ!
i¼0
ρ⊢p

N
−1
Y

ðA7Þ

where the second equality follows from the orthogonality
of characters, the third from the combinatorial identity
−1
f λþq ðqN þ pÞ! NY
i!
fλ
¼
;
p!
ði þ qÞ! Dλ;Nþq
Dλ;N
i¼0

ðA8Þ

tρ ðJKÞ ¼

W̃gq;p
N ðρÞ ¼

1 X ðf λ Þ2 λ
χ ðρÞ:
ðp!Þ2 λ⊢p Dλ;Nþq

ðA9Þ

lenðλÞ≤N

They are Sp class functions and therefore depend only on
the conjugacy class of a given permutation. Conjugacy
classes and irreducible representations are in 1-1 correspondence. This is the reason why the Weingarten functions can also have integer partitions as argument. In
Eq. (A7), hρ is the number of permutations within the
conjugacy class associated to the partition ρ, while tρ ðJKÞ
is a shortcut for

I qN;0
ij ;kl
I p;p
ij ;kl

lðρÞ
Y

TrðJKÞρi :

ðA10Þ

i¼0

The SUðNÞ generating functional is
Zq;p ½K; J ¼ ðqN þ pÞ!

valid for lenðλÞ ≤ N and the fourth one from the Frobenius
relation (see, for instance, Appendix A of [49]). The last
equality is just a rearrangement of terms. The quantities
W̃gq;p
N are the generalized Weingarten functions,

×

N
−1
Y

i!
det K q
ði
þ
qÞ!
i¼0

X
hρ W̃gq;p
N ðρÞtρ ðJKÞ;

ðA11Þ

ρ⊢p

and given the polynomial nature of the expression, it can be
extended to any K;J ∈ GLðN;CÞ. In the limits q ¼ 0,
q ¼ 1, and p ¼ 0, the known results [49,63], and [48]
are recovered.
Given the expression (A11), the I-integral is obtained by
taking derivatives with respect to the sources K, J. We do
not need to do this explicitly. In fact, it is sufficient to know
the result in the cases p ¼ 0 and q ¼ 0 and then use
Leibnitz Formula for the derivative of a product. Luckily,
these two special cases have already been solved, respectively, by Creutz [48] and by Collins and collaborators in
[58,59]. The two results are


X
NY
−1
1
∂ ðqNÞ Zq;0 ½K 
i!
⊗q;jfαg
¼
¼
ϵ⊗q
;
ifαg ϵ
ðqNÞ! ∂K j1 ;i1    K jqN ;iqN J¼K¼0
ði
þ
qÞ!
i¼1
fαg

X l

1
∂ ð2pÞ Z0;p ½K; J
−1 j

¼ 2
¼
δ π W̃g0;p
N ðπ∘σ Þδkσ ;

p! ∂K j1 ;i1 J l1 ;k1    K jp ;ip J lp ;kp J¼K¼0 π;σ∈S i
p

5

ðA5Þ

Not to be confused with the characters χ λ of the symmetric group.
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where δliπ and δjkσ are the usual Kronecker deltas where the
indices are swapped according to permutations π and σ.
The sum in the first line of Eq. (A12) runs over all possible
ways α ¼ fα1 ; …; αq g of partitioning the qN indices into q
epsilon tensors. To get the general I-integral, it is sufficient
to exploit the fact that the generating functional (A11) can
be decomposed, apart from a trivial combinatorial factor, as
a product of Zq;0 and a term that resembles the generating
functional Z0;p . The only difference is in the coefficients
q;p
W̃g0;p
N that must be substituted with W̃gN . Therefore, by
looking at Eq. (A2), when qN derivatives of K act on the
power of the determinant det K q , they will reproduce the
result for I qN;0. Similarly, when p derivatives of K and p
derivatives of J act on the second term, they will reproduce
q;p
I p;p with the substitution W̃g0;p
N → W̃gN . Any other combination of derivatives gives zero. Making use of the
Leibnitz Formula, we can thus write down the expression
of the I-integral as
I qNþp;p
¼
ij ;kl

X X
i!
lπ
q;p
−1
ϵ⊗q
ifαg δifβg W̃gN ðπ∘σ Þ
ði
þ
qÞ!
i¼1
fα;βg π;σ∈S

NY
−1

p

×

j
ϵ⊗q;jfαg δkfβg
;
σ

ðA13Þ

where the leftmost sum now runs over all the ways (α; β) of
partitioning the i, j indices into the Kronecker deltas and

into the q epsilon tensors. This “multiplicity” stems from
the fact that we need to take into account every possible
way of acting with the K derivatives, on the determinant
and on the traces trρ ðJKÞ, and from the Creutz result for
I qN;0 in Eq. (A12).

APPENDIX B: (RE-)DERIVATION OF
THE OðβÞ PARTITION FUNCTION
The partition function (27) at OðβÞ can be rewritten in
terms of site and link (scalar) weights. This is done
considering all possible tensors T x at a corner of the
excited plaquette, showing that they can be reduced to
scalar objects. In this limiting case, we can perform all
steps analytically so as to recover the partition function
obtained in [39]. For general SUðNÞ, there are two types of
tensors: those corresponding to genuine SUðNÞ contributions [Figs. 9(b)–9(d)] and the ones that correspond to
dimers with a single quark flux oppositely oriented with
respect to the plaquette [Fig. 9(a)]. The latter is a pure UðNÞ
contribution as the associated I-integrals have q ¼ 0. Let
us consider first the second case. Even though the corresponding tensors can be quite large, the same decoupling
present at strong coupling holds in this case. Proceeding in
a similar fashion as in Eqs. (28), (29), and (31) and with
reference to Fig. 9(a), one gets

ðB1Þ

where the first product runs over the external (strong coupling) dimers. As in the strong coupling limit, only one element of
the tensor is nonzero. The modification of the dimer weight is obtained as in Eq. (31),

FIG. 9. The four different types of tensor at a corner of the excited plaquette. (a) The two excited links are occupied by dimers and a
single quark flux. It represents the most general UðNÞ contribution to the OðβÞ partition function. (b) An incoming baryon ðf l ¼ NÞ
split into a N − 1 quark flux and a single quark flux. (c) An N − 1 quark flux travels in the same direction of the gauge flux. A dimer or a
monomer must be present to satisfy the Grassmann constraint. (d) As in (c) with a dimer superimposed to the N − 1 quark flux on one of
the two excited links.
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ðB2Þ

and gives the correct link weight to be used when a dimer
belongs to an excited link. The genuine SUðNÞ configurations are instead of three types:
(1) An incoming (strong coupling) baryon splits, at a
corner of the plaquette, into a single quark flux and a
N − 1 quark flux. Equivalently, a single quark flux
and a N − 1 quark flux can recombine to form an
outcoming (strong coupling) baryon [Fig. 9(b)].
(2) An incoming N − 1 quark flux exits the site following the gauge flux induced by the plaquette. A
monomer or an external dimer is also present in
order to fulfill the Grassmann constraint [Fig. 9(c)].
(3) As in (2) with the external dimer or monomer
replaced by a dimer on one of the two excited links
[Fig. 9(d)].
The first two types of configurations are somewhat trivial as
the associated tensors have size one. There is in fact only
one DOI associated to the external legs of the two tensors.
Their values can be readily computed,
N!
T ð1Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N

T ð2Þ ¼ ðN − 1Þ!:

ðB3Þ

In the case of configurations of type (3), the associated
tensor has size 2 × 1. There are in fact two DOIs in
direction þ1̂, where a dimer is superimposed to a N − 1
quark flux. This tensor is given by
N!
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T 1;1
ð3Þ ¼
Nþ1

N!
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
T 1;2
ð3Þ ¼
NðN þ 1Þ

ðB4Þ
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